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Abstract: In low-latitude areas less than 10◦ in latitude angle, the solar radiation that goes into the
solar still increases as the cover slope approaches the latitude angle. However, the amount of water
that is condensed and then falls toward the solar-still basin is also increased in this case. Consequently,
the solar yield still is significantly decreased, and the accuracy of the prediction method is affected.
This reduction in the yield and the accuracy of the prediction method is inversely proportional to
the time in which the condensed water stays on the inner side of the condensing cover without
collection because more drops will fall down into the basin of the solar-still. Different numbers
of scraper motions per hour (NSM), that is, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, are implemented to increase the
hourly yield of solar still (HYSS) of the double-slope solar still hybrid with rubber scrapers (DSSSHS)
in areas at low latitudes and develop an accurate model for forecasting the HYSS. The proposed
model is developed by determining the best values of the constant factors that are associated with
NSM, and the optimal values of exponent (n) and the unknown constant (C) for the Nusselt number
expression (Nu). These variables are used in formulating the models for estimating HYSS. The particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem, thereby determining
the optimal yields. Water that condensed and accumulated inside the condensing glass cover of
the DSSSHS is collected by increasing NSM. This process increases in the specific productivity of
DSSSHS and the accuracy of the HYSS prediction model. Results show that the proposed model can
consistently and accurately estimate HYSS. Based on the relative root mean square error (RRMSE),
the proposed model PSO–HYSS attained a minimum value (2.81), whereas the validation models
attained Dunkle’s (78.68) and Kumar and Tiwari’s (141.37).
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1. Introduction
1.1. Research Background

Potable water is vital for our existence. More than 75 percent of the globe is covered by
water, but only 0.014 percent of it is potable. Meanwhile, the demand for potable water is
continuously increasing with population, high living standards, and expansion of industrial
and agricultural activities [1]. Therefore, affordable, safe, sustainable, and environmentally
friendly methods for producing potable water from saltwater must be developed. These
techniques include the solar–distillation technique, which is a favorable technique that
distills salty water using solar energy; this technique is safe for the environment as it
operates using only sustainable energy [2]. This technology can resolve the shortage of
potable water, particularly in remote, rugged, arid, and coastal areas, without damaging
the environment; however, it is still doubted because it produces only a small amount
of potable water [3]. Thus, the productivity of solar distillation technology is a prime
challenge that needs modifications in operation and design for its improvement.

1.2. Adopted Literature

With the goal of enhancing the productivity of solar stills, this work tests them using
different designs and techniques, namely double-glass glaze between which brine flows [4],
water and air flows [5], drum solar still with reflectors, integrated with solar dishes [6],
sponge cubes in the solar still basin of various sizes [7], an elevated basin solar still with
integrated internal reflectors and inclined fins [8], solar still coupled with evacuated tube
solar collector [9], built-in reservoir for sand heat [10], using parabolic dish collector [11],
increased condensation area [12], geothermal energy [13], augmented with sand-filled
cotton bags [14], parabolic concentrator with heat exchanger and focal pipe [15], added
aluminum balls inside the solar distillate box [16], solar collector with water sprinkler and
thermoelectric cooler [17,18], triangular and tubular solar stills [19,20], fin at the basin of the
still [21], parabolic concentrator tubular solar stills [22,23], inside and outside reflectors [24],
tubular vinyl chloride sheet with transparent polythene film covers [25], thermoelectric
cooler [26], cost-saving techniques [27], forced convection within solar still [28], size par-
tition and optimized location within a single-slope solar still [29], nanomaterials with
and without a vacuum fan [30]. On the other hand, improving the productivity of single
effect double-slope solar still by modification simple [31], incorporating a double-slope
solar still with a separate cooling coil condenser [32]. The investigation and performance
analysis of solar still with energy storage materials were massively explored and readers
recommended to explore the existed literature for better understanding [33–35].

1.3. Research Significant and Motivation

In low-latitude areas less than 10◦ in latitude angle, the solar radiation that goes into
the solar still increases as the cover slope of the approaches the latitude angle [36]. However,
the amount of water that is condensed and then falls toward the solar-still basin is also
increased in this case. Consequently, the solar yield still is significantly decreased, and the
accuracy of the prediction method is affected. Certain studies have attempted to address
these problems by reducing the amount of falling water, which has been accomplished
by ensuring that the cover slope of the still cover is at least 10◦ [37,38]. However, the
magnitude of solar radiation that penetrates the cover of the still and the hourly yield of
the still are reduced when the inclination angle is adjusted. This issue was addressed in our
previous study [39], which showed that employing rubber scrapers improves productivity
by 63% when used in a double-slope solar still in comparison with similar solar still but
without using the rubber scrapers for the same climate conditions.

Another challenge in the literature is how to estimate the hourly yield of solar still
(HYSS) accurately. A research proposed a mathematical formula that came with a theoreti-
cal framework for predicting the stills’ heat and mass transfer [40]. The model used simple
assumptions but has nevertheless been widely used for a long time as a tool that accu-
rately and conveniently predicts the solar stills’ yield under ordinary operating conditions.
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However, this framework produces incorrect forecasts for high yields, particularly at high
temperatures [41]. Other researchers subsequently established new models by modifying
this technique with additional limitations and/or assumptions [42–44]. Meanwhile, several
yield forecasting models such as Kumar and Tiwari’s and Dunkle’s give low accuracy due
to the use of traditional procedures that involve substantial amounts of trial and error for
determining the necessary constants for the model.

In our previous study [45], the productivity of the DSSSHS was improved, and the
mathematical models worked on predicting the productivity of the DSSSHS by adopting a
fixed number of rubber scraper movements per hour (4 NSM).

In the current study, the change in the NSM (1-7 NSM) was taken into consideration
to identify the ideal NSM to obtain the maximum productivity of the DSSSHS, and thus
developing a novel and simple model for accurate estimation of the distilled water yielded
from the DSSSHS every hour. The new model is more accurate than the previous one, in
which the NSM enters as a part of the mathematical equation for calculating the productivity
of the DSSSHS. This newly developed model is the first to incorporate the impact of NSM
on the estimation of HYSS.

1.4. Research Problem Statement and Objectives

Furthermore, most extant works do not combine accurate optimization methods and
experimental yields in constructing hourly yield prediction models for solar stills. They
built their models using traditional trial-and-error procedures without considering the
amount of water that condenses on the still’s cover and falls down the trough of the still,
particularly in covers of small slopes, thus estimating HYSS inaccurately. We addressed
these problems in our prior study [45], wherein the combined use of rubber scrapers and
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) successfully predicted HYSS depending on accurate
experimental values of the distilled water. Although our previous study has considered the
effect of using rubber scrapers on the productivity of the DSSSHS and the accuracy of the
yield prediction model, the time interval between every two scrapes of the condensed water
toward the gathering containers, i.e., the effect of the NSM, was not taken into consideration
both for the productivity of the solar still and yield prediction model, because leaving water
drops that condensed on the inner side of the condensing cover without collection results in
more drops falling down into the basin of the solar still. Therefore, the productivity of the
solar still will be reduced, which in turn reduces the accuracy of the yield prediction model.

This research further develops the PSO–HYSS model, built in our previous work [45],
to consider the impact of the number of scraper motions in an hour (NSM). To achieve
this goal, this study uses different NSM values, namely 1–7, i.e., two other constants z and
f that are concerning to the NSM are also used for developing the PSO–HYSS model for
accommodating the number of rubber scraper motions. Using these constants is necessary
for formulating an accurate formula for estimating the hourly yield of the double-slope
solar still hybrid with rubber scrapers (DSSSHS). The main objective of this study is to
develop a novel and simple model for accurately estimating the distilled water yielded from
the DSSSHS every hour. The new model is more accurate than the previous one, in which
the NSM enters as a part of the mathematical equation for calculating the productivity of
the DSSSHS. This newly developed model is the first to incorporate the impact of NSM on
the estimation of HYSS.

2. Methodology

As a matter of fact, remaining condensed water on the inner surface of the solar still
for relatively long period without collecting it in the collection container leads to water
loss. This is due to the partial water evaporation owing to the sunlight penetrating from
the cover of the still. This also might be due to the falling of condensed water droplets
towards the basin of solar still by gravity. Therefore, it is necessary to collect the water
condensate after an appropriate period of its formation in which increases the amount of
water produced. This will also increase the accuracy of the productivity prediction model
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due to the estimated and measured water quantities being very close together. For this
purpose, the number of scraping times condensed water will be controlled, leading to
increase in productivity. In addition, the number of the movement times of the scrapers
will be added to the formula that used the productivity of the solar still for calculating,
which increases the accuracy of the yield prediction model.

2.1. Heat and Mass Transfer Mechanisms in Solar Still

Solar radiation and climate parameters are the elements influencing the mechanisms
of heat transfer inside the solar still. When solar radiation passes through the atmosphere, a
certain amount of the radiation becomes absorbed, reflected, or scattered by the atmosphere,
gases, condensed water vapor, and dust.

Heat transfer in the solar still may be external or internal. External heat transfer is
controlled primarily by convection, conduction, and radiation, which are independent
of each other and are out of the scope of the present study. Evaporation and convection,
coupled together with the radiation, cause the internal heat transfer. Salty water which is
placed in the solar still’s trough is heated through solar energy and then evaporated. Then,
the vapor is transferred unobstructed from the salty water surface toward the condensing
glass cover by the buoyancy force caused by the decreased density. The difference between
the temperature of the condensing cover and that of salty water circulates the water vapor
enclosed within the solar still, thereby causing mass and heat transfer resulting from the
natural convection.

2.1.1. Convective Heat Transfer from Water to Condensing Glass Cover

The water vapor inside the solar still varies in density, which creates buoyancy force.
This force ultimately causes the interior of still to undergo convective heat transfer. The
expression of this phenomenon takes place from the water surface toward the condensing
cover [Qcw

(
W/m2)] is provided by the following general equation [46]:

Qcw = hcw × Aw ×
(
Tw − Tg

)
= hcw × Aw × ∆T, (1)

where hcw represents the convective heat transfer coefficient that takes place from the salty
water toward the condensing cover of the still

(
W

m2·◦C

)
, Aw represents the salty water’s

surface area
(
m2), and ∆T is the difference in temperatures of the glass cover of the still

and the salty water included in the trough of the still (◦C). hcw represents a function of
fluid properties, operating temperatures, still geometries, and flow characteristics. The
relationship between the convective heat transfer coefficient and the expression of the
Nusselt number (Nu) can be illustrated as [47]

Nu = (hcw × d)/K = C× (Gr× Pr)n, (2)

where d is the characteristic length of solar still (m); this variable can be considered the
average distance between the brine interface and the condensing glass cover. Thus, the
glazing configuration and the solar still geometry determine this length [41]. Pr and Gr are
the Prandtl and Grashof numbers, respectively (dimensionless), and n and C are constant
parameters (dimensionless). These constants can be calculated using linear regression
analysis [47]. The thermal conductivity of the water vapor inside the solar still is denoted
by K (W/m·K). The following equation expresses the coefficient of convective heat transfer
from the salty water to the still condensing glass cover [48]:

hcw =
C× K

d
(Gr× Pr)n. (3)
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The Grashof and Prandtl numbers can be expressed by [48]:

Gr =
(

g× β× d3 × ρ2
v × ∆T

)
µ2 , (4)

where g represents gravitational acceleration which is equal to 9.807 m/s2, β indicates the
coefficient of the volumetric thermal expansion (K−1), ρv denotes the mass density of the
water vapor inside the solar still (kg/m3), ∆T is the difference between the temperatures of
the surface of the water and the cover (◦C), and µ depicts the viscosity of the water vapor
inside the solar still (N·s/m2) [48].

Pr =
µ× Cv

K
, (5)

where Cv represents the specific heat of water vapor inside the solar still (J/kg.◦C). The
physical properties of water vapor inside the solar still, which are temperature-dependent,
were determined by [48], and can be expressed as follows:

K = 0.0244 + 0.7673× 10−4 × Tv, (6)

ρv = 353.44/(Tv + 273.15), (7)

β = 1/(273.15 + Tv), (8)

µ = 1.718× 10−5 + 4.620× 10−8 × Tv, (9)

Cv = 0.1434× Tv + 1.101× 10−4 × T2
v − 6.7581× 10−8 × T3

v + 999.2, (10)

h f g =
[
1−

(
7.616× 10−4 × Tv

)]
× 3.1615× 106,for Tv > 70 ◦C, (11a)

h f g = 2.4935× 106 ×
(

1 + 1.3132× 10−7 × T2
v − 4.7974× 10−9 × T3

v − 9.4779× 10−4 × Tv

)
,for Tv < 70 ◦C. (11b)

Dunkle’s model expresses the coefficient of the convective heat transfer [hcwD

(
W

m2·◦C

)
]

from salty water toward the condensing cover of still as [40]

hcwD = 0.884×
[(

Tw − Tg
)
+

(
Pw − Pg

)
268.9× 103 − Pw

× (Tw + 273.15)

] 1
3

. (12)

DSSSHS is running in the passive mode in this study. Thus, the convective heat
transfer coefficient from the salty water toward the condensing cover under Clark’s model
[hcwCL

(
W

m2·◦C

)
] is the same as that for Dunkle’s model, which is determined by using

Equation (12) [49], while that from the salty water toward the condensing cover under the
model of Kumar and Tiwari

[
hcwKT

(
W

m2·◦C

)]
can be determined by using values of n and

C, which are equal to 0.4114 and 0.0322, respectively, in Equation (3) [47].

2.1.2. Evaporative Heat Transfer from Salty Water toward the Condensing Cover

The amount of distilled water is calculated by [50]

mew =
qew × Aw × tint

h f g
, (13)

where
qew = hew ×

(
Tw − Tg

)
, (14)

and

hew = 16.23× 10−3 × hcw ×
Pw − Pg

Tw − Tg
, (15a)
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where Aw represents the surface area of salty water
(
m2), tint is the time-interval (s), and

h f g indicates the latent heat of water vaporization (J/kg). Dunkle’s model which expresses
the coefficient of the evaporative heat transfer [hewD ( W

m2·◦C )] which occurs from the salty
water toward the condensing cover can be expressed as [48]

hewD = 16.23× 10−3 × hcwD ×
Pw − Pg

Tw − Tg
. (15b)

Pg and Pw are expressed by [48,51], as follows:

Pw = e(25.317−5144/(Tw+273.15)), (16)

Pg = e(25.317−5144/(Tg+273.15)). (17)

By inclusion of Equation (3) into Equation (15a) we can rewrite hew as:

hew = 0.01623× K
d
× C× (Gr× Pr)n ×

[ (
Pw − Pg

)(
Tw − Tg

)]. (18)

Meanwhile, incorporating Equations (14) and (18) into Equation (13) rewrites mew
as follows:

mew =
0.01623

h f g
× K

d
× Aw × tint × C×

(
Pw − Pg

)
× (Gr× Pr)n. (19)

The coefficient of evaporative heat transfer from the salty water toward the condensing
cover of the still and the distilled water amount in the models of Kumar and Tiwari and
Dunkle’s are estimated by incorporating their n & C values, which are 0.4114 & 0.0322
and 0.334 & 0.075, into Equations (18) and (19), respectively [47]. Meanwhile, the rate of
the evaporative heat transfer from the salty water toward the condensing cover in Clark’s
method

[
qewCL

(
W

m2·◦C

)]
is expressed as [49]

qewCL = K/2hcwCL
(

Pw − Pg
)
, (20)

where K = 0.016273. By incorporating Equation (20) into Equation (14), the coefficient of
evaporative heat transfer from the salty water toward the condensing cover under Clark’s
model

[
hewCL

(
W

m2·◦C

)]
is expressed as [49]

hewCL = K/2hcwCL
(

Pw − Pg
)
/
(
Tw − Tg

)
. (21)

2.2. Developed PSO–HYSS Model

Different researches were conducted to enhance the yield and thermal performance
of the solar stills. Several models have also been developed and conducted to estimate
their yield. However, most of these models suffer from several limitations that reduce their
estimation accuracy versus the actual measurements.

The current research develops a novel and simple model for estimating the distilled
water yielded from the DSSSHS every hour in areas at low latitudes. This newly designed
model is the first to incorporate the impact of NSM on the estimation of HYSS. Equation (19)
can be modified as follows:

mew = (z + f ∗ log(NSM)) ∗ 16.23× 10−3

h f g
× K

d
× Aw × tint × C×

(
Pw − Pg

)
× (Gr× Pr)n. (22)

The proposed model is created by determining the values of f and z unknown constants
related to NSM and those of n and C related to the Nusselt number expression (Nu). These
constants are to be used in formulating the models for estimating HYSS. The resolution of
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the optimization problem can determine these constants through PSO; the optimum values
of; f, z, n, and C unknown constants are estimated to determine the optimal yields.

This technique, which includes the effect of NSM in building the yield prediction
model, further improves estimation accuracy. The proposed model is verified against the
data gathered by the experiments in this study and then compared with several existing
models. The predicted yield is compared with the yields experimentally obtained from
the current research and from the models of PSO–HYSS, regression, Dunkle’s, Clark’s,
and Kumar and Tiwari’s models for the verification of the thoroughness of the new im-
proved model.

2.3. Hourly Yield Model for the DSSSHS Created Employing PSO

PSO is a computational method that is easier to implement and has fewer parameters
than genetic algorithms. This is better than other evolutionary algorithms in solving
several optimization problems [52]. Therefore, in the current model, unknown f, z, n, and C
constants that are used to establish the formula that estimates HYSS are calculated using the
PSO algorithm. This algorithm is used in the present study to evaluate the optimum values
of constants f, z, n, and C, the set of unknown coefficients expressed in Equation (22). The
HYSS model is optimized using the PSO algorithm. Three parameters are considered before
model optimization, namely formulating all objective functions, optimizing the model
through PSO, and using the criteria for convergence. The subsequent sections discuss
these parameters.

2.3.1. Objective Functions

The current study optimizes the developed PSO–HYSS model. It determines the
optimum values of f, z, n, and C that constitute the set of the unknown coefficients in
the model using PSO algorithm. Moreover, after identifying the coefficient set that can
make the objective function as minimum as possible, the search process is terminated to
determine the convergence of the present model. The simulation and optimization of the
developed PSO–HYSS model for DSSSHS is conducted using MATLAB. Applied objective
functions are the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), the root mean square error
(RMSE), and the mean absolute error (MAE). These are calculated as follows [53,54].

i. Mean absolute error (MAE)
The metric presents the computed average error between the predicted and observed

values. The mathematical expression is given in Equation (23) [55]:

MAE =
1

NS ∑NS
j=1|y− ý|, (23)

where ý and y are the predicted and actual values, respectively, and NS represents the
number of data samples used in the current study.

ii. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
This statistical measure is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the prediction models

since it imparts relative values. The MAPE efficiently identifies the relative differences
between models because it is unaffected by the size or unit of the actual and predicted
values. MAPE can be calculated using Equation (24) [56]:

MAPE =
1

NS ∑NS
j=1

∣∣∣∣y− ý
y

∣∣∣∣. (24)

iii. Root mean square error (RMSE)
RMSE is determined to compute the square error of the forecasting in comparison

with the actual values and determine the square root of the summation value. Thus, RMSE
is the average distance of a data point from a fitted line measured along a vertical line.
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This tool efficiently identifies undesirably significant differences. RMSE is determined as
follows [57]:

RMSE =

√
1

NS ∑NS
j=1(y− ý)2. (25)

2.3.2. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm

The primary PSO algorithm is an evolutional calculating method proposed by [58]
and inspired by the birds’ flocking behavior (particles). PSO is often utilized because it is
robust and exhibits global convergence capability and easy application [59,60].

The PSO algorithm was used effectively to solve several optimization problems [61–63].
Shi and Eberhart [64] proposed that the convergence rate of PSO be improved with the
use of inertial weight (w). This technique helps update the previous velocity value of the
particle contribution rate to their current one. The position, in addition to the velocity
of each particle, can be updated throughout the search based on Equations (26)–(27) as
follows [65]:

Vi(t + 1) = w×Vi(t) + c1 × Rand(·)1 × [pbesti(t)− Xi(t)] + c2 × Rand(·)2 × [gbesti(t)− Xi(t)], (26)

Xi(t + 1) = Xi(t) + Vi(t + 1), (27)

where Vi and Xi represent the velocity and location, respectively, of the particles under
investigation; in general, Rand(·)1 and Rand(·)2, which denote random numbers which are
regularly distributed between 0 and 1, are considered equal; c1 and c2 are the coefficients of
acceleration, and pbest and gbest are the best location and global position, respectively, for
each studied particle. c1 and c2 refer to the “trust” settings, which denote the confidence’s
degree in the best solution obtained by individual particles (c1; cognitive parameter) or
the whole particle swarm (c2; social parameter). The exploratory capability of the swarm
is partly controlled by inertial weight, which is a scaling factor that appeared as w in
Equation (26). Moreover, w scales the value of the current velocity, affecting the velocity
vector in its revised value. The first PSO algorithm was used by [58] not containing the
inertial weight, which was only subsequently used by [64] to modify the PSO convergence
rate. Particle velocity consists of three vectors which are the inertial, cognitive, and social
components. The inertial (momentum) component is the first vector and depends on the
particle’s velocity at a former time stage while allowing the particle to keep along its present
path. The second vector illustrates the cognitive (memory) component, which is derived
according to the best location of the particle through all iterations while also allowing
the particles to gravitate to their best previous positions. Finally, the third vector is the
social (swarm) component, which assists the particles in gravitating to the best locations in
the swarm.

2.3.3. Convergence Criteria

The search process in PSO is a repetitive procedure; the optimization process has
to be stopped by applying a convergence criterion. This study selects two convergence
criteria: minimum error permitted and the maximum iterations’ number of PSO during
the estimation of optimum values of the objective functions. The maximum number of
iterations depends on how complex a problem is, whereas the minimum error permitted
is based on an assumption of prior knowledge of the global optimized value. Table 1
lists several major parameters for PSO, whereas the different convergence parameters are
explained in Table 2 used for the PSO algorithm in the current study.
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Table 1. Major parameters for PSO algorithm.

Parameter Description

Dimension of particles, D This parameter is calculated by the problem to
be optimized.

Social and cognitive parameters c1 = 1.494 = c2 [66]. Other values can also be
used, on condition 0 < (c1 + c2) < 4.

Particles’ number, N
The range is from 10 to 40 but can be increased
to 50–100 for certain complex or
special problems.

Vectors including the upper and lower bounds
of the D design variables, which are xL and
xU, respectively

The optimization problem calculates these
vectors. Various ranges can generally be
applied for different particle dimensions.

Inertial weight, w w is usually < 1; however, w = 0.7 is considered
to improve convergence speed [66].

Table 2. Convergence parameters for PSO algorithm.

Parameter Description

Maximum number of iterations (T) for the
termination criterion

This number is specified by the complexity of
the optimization problem and other algorithm
parameters of PSO (N, D).

The number of iterations k f for which the
relative improvement of the objective function
meets the convergence check Iterations.

Convergence is considered achieved when the
relative improvement of the objective function
over the last k f iterations (including the
current iteration) is less than or equal to f m.Minimum relative amelioration ( f m) of the

value of the objective function

2.4. Implementing PSO with HYSS Model

The assumption that is made for estimating f, z, n, and C constants is critical to
obtaining an accurate prediction model. By implementing PSO, the optimized solution
can be found by determining the optimal values of f, z, C and n. Consequently, the
improvement of the model performance is achieved. This study integrates the HYSS with
the PSO algorithm for creating a hybrid model called the developed PSO–HYSS.

This technique is expected to reduce the difference between forecasted and actual
values of the HYSS to minimum values. PSO is applied in the present work by using
MATLAB software. Each swarm includes the unknown constants f, z, n, and C. The best
values obtained for f, z, n, and C are utilized in the developed PSO–HYSS model to reduce
the error in predicting the hourly yield. Appendix A illustrates the flow diagram for the
developed PSO–HYSS model that represents the main structure of the hybrid model used
to increase the prediction accuracy of the hourly yield.

PSO is implemented to estimate the optimal hourly yield as follows:

i. After a random position is specified for each particle in the space, the swarm
is initialized.

ii. In the developed PSO–HYSS model, the objective function of each particle is evaluated.
iii. For each particle, the objective function’s value is then matched with the value of its

pbest. The current value is set as pbest if the former is better than the current pbest
value. Meanwhile, pbesti represents the current position of the particle Xi.

iv. The particle whose objective function has the best value is named as gbest, and its
position is presented by gbesti.

v. Equations (26) and (27) are used to modify particles’ positions and velocities.
vi. The steps from 2 to 5 are repeated till reaching the maximum number of iterations

or achieving a satisfying value of the objective function.
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A total of two hundred sixty-two datasets are gathered for twenty-four days for
different water depths, NSM, and climatic conditions, with a fixed east-west orientation.
These datasets are applied for building and verifying the modified PSO–HYSS model for
the DSSSHS. All data which are obtained during the experiments include these of the
one hundred thirty datasets gathered during 12 days (30 March 2016; 31 March 2016; and
1–15 April 2016) from our previous experiments [39,45], and the one hundred thirty-two
datasets collected for another 12 days (3, 4, 9–11, 16–19, 20, 25 and 26 February 2017) from
the current experiments.

Data are segregated into verification and construction groups. In the construction
group, the proposed model is constructed using the two hundred seven datasets which are
collected during nineteen days (30 and 31 March 2016; 3, 4, 8, 9, 11 and 13–15 April 2016;
and 4, 9–11, 17–20 and 25 February 2017). The proposed model is verified in the verification
group using the fifty-five datasets collected for five days (1 and 2 April 2016, and 3, 16, and
26 February 2017). A theoretical model is built to forecast the HYSS of the DSSSHS under
the previously mentioned conditions. The modified model is created by determining the
best values for n and C for the Nu expression and z and f, which are associated with the
NSM. Those constants have been used for formulating the relation for forecasting the HYSS.

Experimental values are compared with the forecasted ones from the mathematical
models. This comparison is used to find how accurate those models are. Experimental
values for the HYSS are also compared with those forecasted using Kumar and Tiwari’s,
Clark’s, and Dunkle’s, models. These are calculated from our previously established PSO–
HYSS and regression models [30,36]. The comparison was conducted to show that the
accuracy of the newly developed PSO–HYSS model in forecasting the HYSS of DSSSHS is
better than that of related models in the literature.

The effectiveness and consistency of the developed PSO–HYSS model are tested
through statistical analysis. The performance of the proposed model is computed using
a performance index (PI) that was focused on by [67]. This index considers the model
performance as a function of the relative RMSE (RRMSE) and the correlation coefficient (R).
PI and RRMSE are computed as follows [68]:

PI = RRMSE/(R + 1), (28)

where

RRMSE =
1
|yav|

√√√√ 1
NS

NS

∑
j=1

(y− ý)2, (29)

where yav represents the average actual value, and

R =
∑NS

i=1(y− yav)(ý− ýav)√
∑NS

j=1(y− yav)
2 ∑NS

j=1(ý− ýav)
2

, (30)

where ýav represents the average predicted value. The range of PI value is between 0 and
+∞. Better model performance is achieved for a smaller value of PI. A PI value that is
nearest to 0 refers to that model forecasting approximate actual values and is therefore
regarded to be within the acceptance threshold [67].

A criterion set is acquired from [69] for external validation and data testing of the
proposed model. The criteria can be presented as follows: first, k or k′ which represents
the gradient of the regression line between actual data (y) and predicted data (ý) is close
to 1; second, the performance indexes |np| and |mp| are both less than 0.1. An index (Rm)
was expressed by [70] to evaluate the external predictability of models. The corresponding
validation criterion of Rm should be less than 0.5. The validation conditions for the models
are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Statistical models proposed and the necessary validation conditions.

Item Formulas Conditions

1 R, Equation (30) R > 0.8

2 k =
∑NS

j=1(y×ý)
y2

0.85 < k < 1.15

3 k′ = ∑NS
j=1(y×ý)

ý2
0.85 < k′ < 1.15

4 Rm = R2 ×
(

1−
√
|R2 − Ro2|

)
Rm > 0.5

5 mp =
(R2−Ro2)

R2
|mp| < 0.1

6 np =
(R2−Ro′2)

R2
|np| < 0.1

As shown in Table 3, Ro2 and Ro′2 can be estimated as [71]

Ro2 = 1−
∑NS

j=1(ý− yo)2

∑NS
j=1(ý− ýav)

2 , yo = k× ý, (31)

Ro′2 = 1−
∑NS

j=1(y− ýo)2

∑NS
j=1(y− yav)

2 , ýo = k′ × y, (32)

where Ro′2 and Ro2 represent the R2 that passes over the origin between the experimental
and predicted values and between the predicted and observed values, respectively. Fur-
thermore, R and RRMSE represent the parameters to evaluate the yield predicting models.

3. Experimental Database
3.1. Setup of the Experiment

In the current study, a DSSSHS is developed, tested, and operated to improve HYSS
and construct the modified PSO–HYSS. This proposed model’s ultimate goal is to predict
HYSS accurately. Similar to those in our previous studies [39,45], the DSSSHS system in
the present study comprises rubber scrapers, but with NSMs of 1–7. Scraper motions are
operated with the aid of two 12 V DC motors supplied with 150 Ah batteries which are
recharged by a photovoltaic panel (12 V, 200 W/h DC). In addition, the system includes a
feed tank with salty water. Non-transparent aluminum sheets comprise the tank surfaces.
Ambient air is counteracted by insulating the external tank surfaces, except for the one
facing the sun, with 0.019 m thick nitrite foam insulation sheets. Their density and thermal
conductivity are 70 kg/m3 and 0.038 W/m·K, respectively. The tank surface fronting the
sun is colored with black to improve the absorption of solar radiation. The improved
absorption increases the water temperature inside the feeding tank for the heat transfer by
conduction between the tank and water.

A water hose made from PVC was used in the system. This hose is insulated using
a 0.01 m thick insulation pipe made from nitrite foam to counteract ambient air. The
specifications of the insulation pipe are the same as those of the insulation sheets mentioned
before. The hose is affixed to the feeding tank and is used to feed the solar still with salty
water using a floating valve. Two colored rulers are affixed onto opposite surfaces of the
DSSSHS to aid in-depth adjustments of the salted water.

Thermocouples (K-type, Omega Engineering, Manchester, UK) are still attached to
the solar using adhesive tape. These thermocouples are linked to a data logger (GL 800,
Graphtec Corporation, Yokohama, Japan) for recording the temperatures each 5 min during
the daytime. The thermocouples are used for the measurement of the temperatures of the
salty water (Tw), water vapor within the solar still (Tv), and glass cover on the two sides
of the cover (Tg1 and Tg2). The overall glass cover temperature (Tg) is the mean value of
Tg1 and Tg2. Small pieces of aluminum foil were used to cover these two thermocouples
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to reflect the direct sun radiation and obtain proper readings of Tg1 and Tg2. Appendix B
shows an isometric diagram of DSSSHS in which the arrangement of the thermocouples
is illustrated.

An electronic balance (EK6100i, A&D Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) is used for measuring
the amount of the HYSS. A pyranometer (Model 8–48, Eppley Laboratory Inc., Newport,
USA) is used for measuring solar radiation. Table 4 lists the instruments that are used for the
onsite experiments. The dimensions of the base of the solar still are 1000 × 1000 × 30 mm
(LWH). The dimensions of the glass sides are 1000 × 100 mm (LH) for two opposite sides
and 1000 × 100–126.2 mm (length, variable height) for the two opposite sides. The area of
the basin of the solar still is 1 m2. The internal surfaces of the solar still trough is colored
with black paint to increase their absorptivity. The density, thermal conductivity, and
thickness of the trough are 2710 kg/m3, 222 W/m.K, and 3 mm, respectively. The solar still
basin’s base and sides are insulated using the same insulation sheets described before.

Table 4. Main measurement instruments that are used in the experiments.

Instrument Model Accuracy Range
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Four inclined PVC channels for collecting water are used to direct the distilled water
toward two PVC containers, each of 3 L capacity. A 0.2 and 0.5 mm thick clear glass forms
the condensing cover of solar still. The condensing glass cover’s density and thermal
conductivity are 2500 kg/m3 and 0.96 W/m.K, respectively. The cover is affixed to the
sides of still at an angle equal to 3◦ with the horizontal; this slope was chosen to increase
the amount of the solar radiation penetrating the solar still to its maximum value. Two
rubber scrapers were used for scraping water condensate on the internal sides of glass cover
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towards the collection channels and then into PVC containers. The DSSSHS is mounted
on a hollow iron column of circular section with dimensions of 1100 × 100 mm (LD). This
column can be fully rotated horizontally by 360◦. Two electrical boards control the time
intervals, speed, and direction of rubber scrapers. The current study uses different NSMs
(1–7) at a speed equal to 0.2 m/s.

The electrical boards comprise delay relay timers, resistances, a basic micro-switch,
general relays, and a wiring system. Electrical boards are run using two batteries
(DC− 12 V− 150 Ah). An aluminum water guide is attached under each scraper to re-
duce the amount of condensed water that can be lost during the motion of scrapers. The
slope orientation of the aluminum guides effectively directs the collected water toward the
inclined collecting channels.

3.2. Experimental Results

PSO–HYSS model from our previous study [45] is modified to consider the effect
of NSM. Additional constants (f and z) are applied in the modified PSO–HYSS model to
include the effect of NSM. Constants related to NSM are used in the estimating equation of
the HYSS (Equation (22)).

A total of two hundred sixty-two datasets are gathered during the daytime
(09:00–19:00) for 24 days (30–31 March 2016; 1–4, 8–9, 11 and 13–15 April 2016; and 3–4,
9–11, 16–20 and 25–26 February 2017). Based on these datasets, the modified PSO–HYSS
model for DSSSHS is constructed and verified. The datasets are classified into two groups.
The first one includes 207 datasets (total of 19 days: 30–31 March 2016; 3–4, 8–9, 11 and
13–15 April 2016; and 4, 9–11, 17–20 and 25 February 2017) and is utilized to build the
suggested model. The second group, which includes 55 datasets (total 5 days: 1–2 April
2016, and 3, 16 and 26 February 2017), is used to verify the model.

The following are the parameters that are used for calculating the theoretical internal
heat transfer coefficients for evaporation and convection: experimental yield, characteristic
length of solar still, NSM, and the temperatures of the water vapor within the still, salty
water, and the glass cover. In all experiments, the still is directed in the east-west orientation.
Experiments are conducted between 09:00 and 19:00 for 24 days. Salty water temperature,
the temperature of the water vapor within the solar still, and glass cover temperature are
measured with thermocouples and then logged every 5 min. The averages of the hourly
yields are recorded and calculated. Experiments are conducted on three salty water depths
(30, 19, and 10 mm) and 7 cycle motion counts from 1 to 7 for the rubber scrapers. The
temperatures mentioned above, water depths, experimental HYSS, and the solar still’s
characteristic length are recorded. The experimental data in Appendix C (19 days) are used
to construct the model, and those in Appendix D (remaining 5 days) are used to verify
the model.

Appendix C shows the condensing cover temperature, the water vapor temperature
within the solar still, and the salty water temperature peak at 58.20, 72.00, and 77.80 degrees
Celsius, respectively. Glass and ambient temperatures continuously increase from early
morning until they reach their maximum values at midday. The temperature rise extends
from 13:00 to 16:00 and decreases toward the sunset. A considerable difference between
the temperatures of the salty water and those of the condensing cover of the still is also
noticed in the daytime (Appendix C). The difference between these temperatures is directly
proportional to the amount of the HYSS.

Results show that the highest temperature difference occurred from 13:00 to 17:00,
which suggests that more water is produced within this timeframe than at other periods.
This finding further implies that water production is enhanced by rising the variations in
temperature between the evaporative and condensing surfaces. In several instances, the
maximum HYSS is observed between 15:00 and 17:00; yields generally depend on the daily
distribution of solar radiation and the depth of salty water. As shown in Appendix D, glass
and water vapor temperatures within the still and salty water temperatures reach their
maximum values of 58.30, 70.00, and 76.30 degrees Celsius, respectively. Maximum yield
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is observed within the period that lasted from 15:00 to 17:00. We can notice clearly that
this behavior is similar to the temperature difference explained for the values shown in
Appendix C. Table 5 illustrates the mean, maximum, and minimum values of parameters
used in building the suggested model.

Table 5. Parameter ranges of the two hundred seven datasets used for developed PSO–HYSS
model construction.

Parameters Mean Maximum Minimum

Tg (◦C) 43.20 58.20 24.90
Tv (◦C) 52.60 72.00 25.30
Tw (◦C) 55.60 77.80 26.70
d (m) 0.103 0.108 0.098

Note: Tg is the glass cover temperature, Tv is the temperature of water vapor inside the solar stills, Tw is the saline
water temperature, and d is the solar still’s characteristic length.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Analysis of Developed PSO–HYSS Model

Evaluation of the developed model is fulfilled using different statistical analyses, two
of them being the coefficient of variation (CoV) and the coefficient of determination (R2).
Furthermore, the three objective functions of RMSE, MAPE, and MAE are considered, and
6 swarm sizes (10 to 60, step 10) are analyzed. Data accuracy is essential in this study
because any inaccuracy can affect model performance. Some researchers stated a value of
3 as the minimum ratio between the number of objects and the number of variables that
should be chosen for verifying the acceptance of the model, and a value of 5 gives better
results than 3 [72]. In this study, this ratio for the developed PSO–HYSS model is 207/4 or
51.75, which is higher than 5, i.e., more than the minimum value.

Formulas c1 = c2 = 1.494 and w = 0.7 can be used to converge the algorithm efficiently.
In this scenario, the process of the PSO algorithm is continuously updated until gbest is
obtained or until a pre-defined maximum number of iterations is reached. Iteration number
in the developed PSO–HYSS model is fixed to 2000 because the variance becomes constant
after the 1470–1531 iteration range for the three objective functions, namely RMSE, MAPE,
and MAE. Then, the PSO parameter settings are employed to verify the PSO algorithm and
obtain the specific objective functions of the swarms with 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 particles.
The full procedure is shown in Appendix E.

The different sizes of the swarm are examined to select the best size for the swarm,
thereby reducing error and lapse time. As shown in Appendix E, the optimal solution of
the PSO algorithm can be obtained with a 30-particle swarm size, for which the minimum
values of RMSE, MAPE, and MAE are 0.00062, 0.03898, and 0.01096, respectively. Compared
with the 30-particle swarm size, the 10- and 20-particle swarm sizes show higher error
rates, whereas the 40-, 50-, and 60-particle swarm sizes involve longer lapse times. The
developed PSO–HYSS model obtains the best value of R2 which is equal to 0.9965 (Figure 1),
suggesting that the target values are highly accurate [73].

The relationship between the predicted yield (Tpre) and the measured yield (Texp)
is examined [74], and a scatter plot is used to visualize the agreement between both
yields easily. The differences between the measured values from the forecasted values
(Mexp−Mpre) of the HYSS are drawn versus their average values [(Mexp−Mpre)/2].
The scatter plot presents systematic and random differences which subsequently correspond
with the variations in the results.

The plot of the developed PSO–HYSS model (Figure 2) represents a mean value +1.96
and −1.96 of the standard deviation (SD); that is, those values can reveal whether the
calculations are smaller or larger than the base values. In other words, the relationship
between predicted and estimated errors can be calculated because the levels of systematic
and random differences are represented as scatter points [74]. Consequently, a good
agreement among testing methods is depicted in Figure 2; that is, 96.62 percent of the data
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is distributed within the agreement’s limits of MAPE (Figure 2b), 96.14 percent for MAE
(Figure 2a), and 94.2 percent for RMSE (Figure 2c).
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Figure 1. Predicted versus measured HYSS on the basis of developed PSO–HYSS model.

Then, the CoV and R2 values are calculated. The MAPE objective function shows higher
accuracy in terms of estimated HYSS than the RMSE and MAE objective functions. The
optimum values of n, C, f, and z coefficients of the developed PSO algorithm (Equation (22))
are 0.2172, 0.4705, 0.4978, and 0.0134, respectively. Those coefficients are integrated into the
developed PSO–HYSS model.
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4.2. Verification of Developed PSO–HYSS Model

The remaining fifty-five experimental datasets are used for verifying the developed
PSO–HYSS model (recorded data not used in constructing and optimizing the model).
Table 6 lists the values of the HYSS that the developed PSO forecasts the developed PSO–
HYSS model forecasts; those values also agreed with experimentally measured values.
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Table 6. Comparison between the predicted and measured HYSS values of regression, Clark’s, Kumar and Tiwari’s, Dunkle’s, PSO–HYSS, and the developed
PSO–HYSS models.
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01/04/2016

9:00 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.011 0.010 0.012 0.006 0.91 0.88 1.14 0.98 1.25 0.61
10:00 0.045 0.045 0.044 0.062 0.047 0.072 0.035 1.01 0.99 1.37 1.04 1.61 0.78
11:00 0.080 0.079 0.078 0.111 0.080 0.132 0.065 0.99 0.97 1.38 1.01 1.65 0.81
12:00 0.251 0.249 0.249 0.367 0.248 0.452 0.234 0.99 0.99 1.46 0.99 1.80 0.93
13:00 0.513 0.518 0.521 0.778 0.511 0.972 0.544 1.01 1.02 1.52 1.00 1.89 1.06
14:00 0.629 0.627 0.634 0.958 0.615 1.208 0.677 1.00 1.01 1.52 0.98 1.92 1.08
15:00 0.667 0.663 0.671 1.016 0.650 1.284 0.722 0.99 1.01 1.52 0.97 1.93 1.08
16:00 0.657 0.646 0.653 0.988 0.633 1.247 0.701 0.98 0.99 1.50 0.96 1.90 1.07
17:00 0.334 0.331 0.332 0.491 0.328 0.608 0.324 0.99 0.99 1.47 0.98 1.82 0.97
18:00 0.188 0.201 0.201 0.295 0.201 0.362 0.184 1.07 1.07 1.57 1.07 1.93 0.98
19:00 0.093 0.099 0.098 0.139 0.100 0.167 0.083 1.06 1.05 1.50 1.07 1.80 0.89

02/04/2016

9:00 0.012 0.013 0.012 0.017 0.013 0.019 0.009 1.06 1.03 1.40 1.11 1.60 0.75
10:00 0.080 0.081 0.080 0.117 0.081 0.142 0.069 1.01 1.00 1.46 1.01 1.78 0.86
11:00 0.269 0.265 0.267 0.405 0.259 0.512 0.260 0.98 0.99 1.51 0.96 1.90 0.97
12:00 0.522 0.512 0.520 0.796 0.498 1.017 0.558 0.98 1.00 1.52 0.95 1.95 1.07
13:00 0.673 0.661 0.675 1.048 0.638 1.356 0.748 0.98 1.00 1.56 0.95 2.02 1.11
14:00 0.713 0.695 0.709 1.101 0.670 1.425 0.793 0.97 0.99 1.54 0.94 2.00 1.11
15:00 0.754 0.745 0.760 1.181 0.719 1.529 0.863 0.99 1.01 1.57 0.95 2.03 1.14
16:00 0.653 0.636 0.649 1.006 0.614 1.300 0.715 0.97 0.99 1.54 0.94 1.99 1.10
17:00 0.305 0.296 0.299 0.453 0.289 0.573 0.295 0.97 0.98 1.48 0.95 1.88 0.97
18:00 0.273 0.271 0.274 0.415 0.266 0.525 0.268 0.99 1.00 1.52 0.97 1.92 0.98
19:00 0.132 0.132 0.132 0.196 0.131 0.243 0.119 1.00 1.00 1.48 0.99 1.84 0.90
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Table 6. Cont.

03/02/2017

9:00 0.011 0.012 0.012 0.016 0.013 0.019 0.009 1.08 1.10 1.50 1.18 1.72 0.80
10:00 0.086 0.085 0.089 0.131 0.089 0.161 0.076 0.99 1.03 1.52 1.03 1.87 0.89
11:00 0.174 0.171 0.179 0.267 0.177 0.332 0.168 0.98 1.03 1.53 1.02 1.91 0.96
12:00 0.539 0.504 0.535 0.824 0.509 1.059 0.576 0.93 0.99 1.53 0.94 1.96 1.07
13:00 0.649 0.638 0.676 1.041 0.646 1.336 0.766 0.98 1.04 1.60 0.99 2.06 1.18
14:00 0.739 0.722 0.766 1.178 0.731 1.510 0.893 0.98 1.04 1.59 0.99 2.04 1.21
15:00 0.720 0.678 0.718 1.100 0.687 1.407 0.830 0.94 1.00 1.53 0.95 1.95 1.15
16:00 0.571 0.549 0.584 0.906 0.553 1.171 0.632 0.96 1.02 1.59 0.97 2.05 1.11
17:00 0.311 0.315 0.334 0.514 0.319 0.659 0.331 1.01 1.08 1.65 1.03 2.12 1.07
18:00 0.108 0.103 0.107 0.158 0.106 0.196 0.094 0.95 0.99 1.47 0.99 1.81 0.87
19:00 0.054 0.055 0.057 0.083 0.058 0.101 0.047 1.02 1.06 1.54 1.07 1.86 0.88

16/02/2017

9:00 0.012 0.013 0.012 0.017 0.013 0.019 0.009 1.05 1.04 1.41 1.11 1.62 0.76
10:00 0.088 0.094 0.096 0.141 0.095 0.173 0.083 1.07 1.09 1.60 1.08 1.97 0.94
11:00 0.354 0.352 0.363 0.557 0.347 0.713 0.365 1.00 1.02 1.57 0.98 2.01 1.03
12:00 0.513 0.497 0.513 0.791 0.488 1.018 0.545 0.97 1.00 1.54 0.95 1.98 1.06
13:00 0.670 0.668 0.691 1.076 0.652 1.397 0.765 1.00 1.03 1.61 0.97 2.08 1.14
14:00 0.745 0.735 0.760 1.179 0.719 1.524 0.864 0.99 1.02 1.58 0.97 2.05 1.16
15:00 0.650 0.656 0.677 1.046 0.643 1.347 0.756 1.01 1.04 1.61 0.99 2.07 1.16
16:00 0.504 0.489 0.504 0.781 0.479 1.007 0.532 0.97 1.00 1.55 0.95 2.00 1.06
17:00 0.262 0.260 0.267 0.408 0.257 0.520 0.258 0.99 1.02 1.56 0.98 1.99 0.98
18:00 0.114 0.112 0.114 0.168 0.113 0.207 0.100 0.98 1.00 1.47 0.99 1.82 0.88
19:00 0.071 0.072 0.072 0.105 0.073 0.128 0.061 1.01 1.02 1.48 1.03 1.80 0.86
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Table 6. Cont.

26/02/2017

9:00 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.003 0.96 0.90 1.16 1.03 1.26 0.61
10:00 0.022 0.023 0.022 0.031 0.023 0.036 0.017 1.04 1.01 1.40 1.06 1.63 0.77
11:00 0.105 0.106 0.105 0.154 0.104 0.190 0.092 1.01 1.00 1.47 0.99 1.81 0.88
12:00 0.404 0.403 0.406 0.626 0.387 0.804 0.414 1.00 1.01 1.55 0.96 1.99 1.03
13:00 0.750 0.740 0.748 1.161 0.708 1.501 0.847 0.99 1.00 1.55 0.94 2.00 1.13
14:00 0.885 0.866 0.875 1.359 0.828 1.758 1.026 0.98 0.99 1.54 0.94 1.99 1.16
15:00 0.775 0.765 0.773 1.197 0.734 1.544 0.887 0.99 1.00 1.54 0.95 1.99 1.14
16:00 0.599 0.598 0.606 0.945 0.570 1.229 0.649 1.00 1.01 1.58 0.95 2.05 1.08
17:00 0.231 0.229 0.229 0.348 0.222 0.441 0.218 0.99 0.99 1.51 0.96 1.91 0.94
18:00 0.112 0.112 0.111 0.164 0.110 0.203 0.098 1.00 0.99 1.46 0.98 1.81 0.87
19:00 0.071 0.072 0.071 0.103 0.072 0.126 0.060 1.01 1.00 1.45 1.01 1.77 0.84

STD 0.031 0.032 0.079 0.054 0.161 0.142
Mean 0.994 1.013 1.519 0.993 1.906 0.992
CoV 3.1% 3.1% 5.2% 5.4% 8.5% 14.3%

Note: Mexp represents the measured HYSS values (L/m2·h), whereas Mregression, MClark, MKumar and Tiwari, MDunkle, MPSO, and Mdeveloped PSO (this study) refer to HYSS values predicted by the
regression, Clark’s, Kumar and Tiwari’s, Dunkle’s, PSO–HYSS, and the developed PSO–HYSS models, respectively (L/m2·h).
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The predicted results of the regression models, Clark, Kumar and Tiwari, Dunkle’s,
PSO–HYSS, and the developed PSO–HYSS are compared in Figures 3 and 4. The predicted
and estimated HYSS values of different models (regression, Clark, Kumar and Tiwari,
Dunkle’s, PSO–HYSS, and the developed PSO–HYSS) are compared (Figure 3). The value
of R2 for the developed PSO–HYSS model is the highest, followed by the R2 value of PSO–
HYSS model, then the value of R2 for the regression model, and so on. Subsequently, the
same models’ predicted and measured HYSS values are compared (Figure 4). The estimated
yield of the developed PSO–HYSS model is nearer to the experimentally measured yield
compared with other models.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the experimentally measured values with the predicted values from the
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Figures 3 and 4 indicate the reliability and accuracy of the developed PSO–HYSS
model. Mean value of the developed PSO–HYSS model that is equal to 0.994 is the nearer
to 1.0 than that of the PSO–HYSS model that is equal to 1.013, Dunkle’s model which is
equal to 1.519, Kumar and Tiwari’s model that is equal to 1.906, Clark’s model that is equal
to 0.992, and regression model that is equal to 0.993. Furthermore, the value of the CoV
of the developed PSO–HYSS model that equals to 3.10 percent, which is same to the one
related to the PSO–HYSS model, is more consistent and accurate than those of Dunkle’s
model that is equal to 5.2 percent, Kumar and Tiwari’s model which is equal to 8.5 percent,
Clark’s model that is equal to 14.3 percent, and regression model that is equal to 5.4 percent.
The CoV result shows a high prediction accuracy of the developed PSO–HYSS model [75].
Moreover, the R2 of the developed PSO–HYSS model is 0.9992, which is also better than
those of the other models.

The developed PSO–HYSS model gave an excellent correlation between the estimated
and the measured values of the HYSS. Thus, the developed PSO–HYSS model can be used
to estimate the HYSS efficiently. Statistical analysis is carried using PI, R, and RRMSE
to inspect the efficiency of the developed PSO–HYSS model (Equations (28)–(30)). The
statistical interpretation of the regression models, Clark, Kumar and Tiwari, Dunkle’s,
PSO–HYSS, and the developed PSO–HYSS is illustrated in Table 7.

Table 7. R, PI, and RRMSE of regression, Kumar and Tiwari’s, Clark’s, Dunkle’s, PSO–HYSS, and the
developed PSO–HYSS models.

Model
Predicted Versus Experimental

R PI RRMSE (%)

Regression 0.9989 0.0308 6.15
Kumar and Tiwari’s 0.9980 0.7072 141.37

Clark’s 0.9956 0.0891 17.81
Dunkle’s 0.9988 0.3935 78.68

PSO-HYSS 0.9991 0.0173 3.46
Developed PSO-HYSS (this study) 0.9992 0.0141 2.81

The R value obtained for the developed PSO–HYSS model (0.9992), PSO–HYSS model
(0.9991), and regression model (0.9989) are higher than the ones obtained for Dunkle’s and
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Kumar and Tiwari’s models. In addition, the RRMSE values of the developed PSO–HYSS,
PSO–HYSS, and regression models are lower than those of the other models. Findings
indicate that these models can predict the HYSS with high accuracy. Generally, a low
RRMSE value such as that of the developed PSO–HYSS model (2.81) suggests that the
model can accurately predict hourly yields. By contrast, a high RRMSE value such as those
for Dunkle’s model (78.68) and Kumar and Tiwari’s model (141.37) indicates low degrees
of accuracy in predicted yields. Clark’s model obtains a mild value of RRMSE (17.81); thus,
this model has a medium degree of accuracy in predicting the HYSS.

R and RRMSE are two important parameters used to evaluate the HYSS prediction
models for DSSSHS. Using those two parameters, the developed PSO–HYSS model obtains
the lowest value of RRMSE and the highest value of R. Therefore, all of the other forecasting
models are overcome by the developed PSO–HYSS model. Another indicative parameter
(PI) is also used to assess the accuracy of prediction models. Table 7 illustrates that the
developed PSO–HYSS model has a PI value equal to 0.0141 that is located within the
acceptable limit (PI less than 0.1). The value of PI for the PSO–HYSS model is also less than
those of Clark’s model which is equal to 0.0891, regression model to 0.0308, and PSO–HYSS
model is equal to 0.0173. Thus, we can say that the developed PSO–HYSS model is the best
when compared with the regression, Clark’s, and PSO–HYSS models in terms of covariance,
correlation, and acceptability of the PI level. The PI values of Kumar and Tiwari’s model
equal to 0.7072 and Dunkle’s model equal to 0.3935 are both beyond acceptable limits; thus,
those models display low accuracy in forecasting the HYSS of DSSSHS. The result of the
external validation of the regression, Kumar and Tiwari’s, Clark’s, Dunkle’s, PSO–HYSS,
and the developed PSO–HYSS models are all illustrated in Table 8.

Table 8. Statistical parameters for external validation of regression, Kumar and Tiwari’s, Clark’s,
Dunkle’s, PSO–HYSS, and the developed PSO–HYSS models.

Item Formulas Conditions
Developed
PSO–HYSS

(Current Study)

PSO–
HYSS Regression Dunkle’s Kumar and

Tiwari’s Clark’s

1 R, Equation (30) R more than 0.8 0.9992 0.9991 0.9989 0.9988 0.9980 0.9956

k = ∑NS
i=1(y×ý)

y2
0.85 < k < 1.15 0.9830 1.0084 0.962 1.552 1.992 1.110

3 k′ = ∑NS
i=1(y×ý)

ý2
0.85 < k′ < 1.15 1.0170 0.9914 1.039 0.644 0.501 0.899

4
Rm = R2×(

1−
√
|R2 − Ro2|

) Rm more than 0.5 0.9957 0.9727 0.944 0.413 0.178 0.843

5 mp =
(R2−Ro2)

R2
|mp| less than 0.1 0.00000 −0.00071 0.00288 0.81633 2.59689 0.02558

6 np =
(R2−Ro′2)

R2
|np| lass than 0.1 −0.00001 −0.00070 0.00300 0.34419 0.67563 0.02372

4.3. Effects of Solar Radiation and NSM on the Productivity of Solar Still

The effects of solar radiation on the solar still’s yield are measured with various NSMs
and water depths. The relation of the 24 experiments implemented for the DSSSHS between
the daily water production and the daily solar radiation is shown in Figure 5a. For all NSMs
and water depths, the DSSSHS daily experimental yield values are directly proportional to
the daily solar radiation.

As shown in Figure 5a, we can notice that the daily yield of the DSSSHS is directly
proportional to NSM for the same salty water depth values and under the same daily solar
radiation. In other words, the daily yield increases with the rise of the NSM for the same
salty water depth values and under the same day solar radiation. However, the yield
increase eventually decreases significantly after NSM = 6. These results are consistent with
the findings of [26,38,76–83]. These studies concluded that efficiency is directly proportional
to the amount of solar radiation the solar still receives.
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Figure 5. (a) Daily production versus daily solar radiation of DSSSHS with different water depths
and NSMs, (b) Variations of the specific productivity of DSSSHS with various NSM and fixed water
depth = 0.01 m, (c) ARE distribution of regression, Kumar and Tiwari’s, Clark’s, Dunkle’s, PSO–HYSS,
and the developed PSO–HYSS models.

These observations can produce a powerful tool for comparing the interpretation of
DSSSHS with various NSMs still’s productivity per unit solar radiation with different NSMs,
that is, the specific productivities of the solar still with different NSMs [84]. Variations in
the specific productivity of the DSSSHS with different NSMs at a fixed salty water depth
of 0.01 m are presented in Figure 5b. The specific productivity of the DSSSHS is directly
proportional to NSM; that is, increasing the NSM also increases specific productivity.
Results show that for NSMs equal to 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 the specific productivities are
0.746, 0.741, 0.717, 0.676, 0.635, 0.565, and 0.483 g/W, respectively.

4.4. Error Analysis

The percentage of absolute relative error (ARE) is utilized to assess the error between
predicted and experimental data. Then, the model’s predicting abilities are compared based
on the distribution of ARE [85]. Thus, the percentage of the ARE can be calculated using
the following equation [86]:

ARE =

∣∣∣∣y− ý
y

∣∣∣∣× 100. (33)

ARE distributions for Kumar and Tiwari’s, Clark’s, regression, Dunkle’s, PSO–HYSS,
and the developed PSO–HYSS models are shown in Figure 5c. Typically, the frequency
decreases as ARE increases. Figure 5c reveals the high frequency of the minimal ARE < 5%
attained by the developed PSO-HYSS model, whereas the low frequency reported the
highest ARE >10%. On the other hand, regression model indicated high frequency with
minimal ARE < 5%, whereas the low frequency attained high ARE ≥ 20%. Clark’s model
achieves moderate frequencies with low ARE (<5%) and the lowest frequencies with high
ARE (≥45%).
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Regarding appropriate error distribution, the established PSO–HYSS model is fol-
lowed by the PSO–HYSS model, and then the regression model. Clark’s model achieves a
moderately acceptable distribution of errors. Dunkle’s and Kumar and Tiwari’s models
obtain the lowest frequencies with low AREs (<5%) and high frequencies with high AREs,
namely 70% > ARE ≥ 35% and 115% > ARE ≥ 60%, respectively. Overall findings indicate
an impermissible error distribution. Nonetheless, the developed PSO–HYSS model is the
best compared with other forecasting models in terms of error prediction.

4.5. Uncertainty Analysis

Total uncertainty of the measurements can be calculated in each measurement by
combining the accuracies of the measuring sensor and instrument. However, the worse
value for the uncertainty may be yielded if the personal errors of the sensor and measuring
devices are simply added. Square root sum is calculated, an improved and more realistic
approach to calculating total accuracy [87].

δtotal =

√
(δsensor)

2 + (δinstrument)
2, (34)

where δinstrument, δsensor, and δtotal are the measuring instrument, sensor, and total accura-
cies, respectively.

Equation (34) is used for estimating the measurement uncertainties and applying the
instruments’ accuracies listed in Table 4. The highest percentages of the uncertainties for the
measured values of temperature, yield, and solar radiation measured using thermocouples,
electronic balance, and pyranometer are ±0.60%, ±2.00%, and ±2.01%, respectively.

4.6. Discussion

In this study, two hundred sixty-two sets of data are collected for twenty-four days
for various NSM, depths of salty water, and climatic conditions for the same east-west
orientation. Those data sets are utilized for building and validating the proposed PSO–
HYSS model for DSSSHS. Results showed that the optimized values of f, z, n, and C,
which represent the unknown constants in the improved model, enhance the accuracy
of estimating HYSS. For the verification of the developed model, its predicted values of
the HYSS are compared with the estimated yields acquired by the regression model [39],
PSO–HYSS model [45], and others [40,47]. Comparison results confirmed the reliability
of the developed PSO–HYSS model which provides more accurate and consistent results
than the abovementioned extant models. The newly developed PSO–HYSS model in this
research uses an accurate optimization model, that is, PSO, and integrates the effect of NSM
on HYSS in the prediction model for the first time. This suggested method is based on
determining f, z, n, and C values, which are the unknown constants in the model used to
estimate HYSS. Regarding the model accuracy, the PSO–HYSS model demonstrated high
accuracy and trustworthy technology that can be practiced in reliable applications.

5. Conclusions

In this research, different numbers of scraper motions per hour (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and
7) were implemented to increase the productivity of solar still (HYSS) of double-slope
solar still hybrid with rubber scrapers (DSSSHS) in areas of low latitude. The investigation
was conducted to further develop an accurate model for HYSS prediction. The suggested
model is based on determining the best values for the unknown constants f, z, n, and C by
obtaining the optimum values of these constants using the PSO algorithm. Those constants
are subsequently used to build the hourly yield prediction model. Predicted yield values
were validated against the actual experiments. For verifying the reliability of the newly
developed model, the predicted values were compared with those calculated by the models
of regression, Dunkle’s, PSO–HYSS, Clark, and Kumar and Tiwari. The conclusions of the
current research were summarized as follows:

n NSM revealed a significant effect on DSSSHS productivity and HYSS prediction accuracy.
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n The specific productivity of the DSSSHS with a fixed water depth of 0.01 m is directly
proportional to the magnitude of NSM, in which the specific productivity increases
with NSM. To inspect the impacts of NSM on the predicted yield accuracy of DSSSHS,
an improved PSO–HYSS was developed with consideration of the effects of NSM.
Comparing the predicted and measured value results indicated that the PSO–HYSS
model gave the superior predictability performance yields with the other models.
Thus, the proposed model was confirmed to be effective and efficient for the predic-
tion process.

n By validating the results of the error analysis, PSO-HYSS attained the lower frequency
“ARE ≥ 10%” and high frequency at low “ARE < 5%”. Models within the spectrum
of acceptable error distribution may be ordered as follows: developed PSO–HYSS,
regression, and Clark’s. Thus, in terms of error prediction, the developed PSO–HYSS
model can be considered the best among other models.

n Statistical analysis indicated a consistent results for the developed PSO-HYSS model.
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Appendix A. Flowchart of Developed PSO–HYSS Model for HYSS Estimation
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Appendix C. Experimental Records of 207 Datasets (19 days) for Developed PSO–HYSS Model Construction. Note: NSM Is the Number of
Scraper Motions per Hour
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Appendix D. Experimental Records of Fifty-Five Datasets for the Developed
PSO–HYSS Model Verification
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Appendix E. Convergence of Different Swarm Sizes Used in Developed
PSO–HYSS Model
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